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IFRS 16 Lease reassessment and modification 

 

Lease modification are common, like in a situation where the business needs to downsize and 

renegotiate lease contracts or that a lease is negotiated to end earlier so that a new asset can be 

leased or in a situation that a lease agreement is extended beyond the original contract. 

There is guidance both in IFRS 16 and in auditor’s publication like the one from KPMG that are 

found here: 

https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2018/09/lease-modifications-accounting-for-changes-

ifrs16-110918.html 

 

Please note that IFRS 16 distinguishes between lease modifications that represent, in substance, 

the creation of a new lease that is separate from the original lease and those changes that 

represents the change in scope, of consideration paid for the existing lease (reassessment). 

- Separate lease needs to be accounted for as a new lease from the date effective date of 

the modification 

- An adjustment of the existing lease contract needs to remeasure the initial lease 

 

 

While lease reassessment is quite straight forward to register in Share Control, lease modifications 

can be  much more complicated to account correctly and we encourage you to follow the guidance 

below in a situation where you have agreed new terms that is not a part of the existing lease 

contract. Please also note that a lease modification can involve both a termination of an existing 

contract and a registration of a new contract.  

 

Key concepts: 

 

Reassessments (IFRS 16 39-43) 

Reassessments are reassessment of estimates used in the accounting of a contract. Examples are 

- Assessment of the lease term. (like exercising an option to extend the contract) 

- Assessment of whether a purchase option will be exercised. 

- Expected amount payable under a residual value guarantee. 

- Future lease payments from a change in the index or rates used to determine those 

payments 

- Lease payments resulting from a change in floating interest rate 

- Variable lease payments becoming fixed or in-substance fixed payments. 

 

The table below summarized the impact of changes (source KPMG publication Lease modification) 

https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2018/09/lease-modifications-accounting-for-changes-ifrs16-110918.html
https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2018/09/lease-modifications-accounting-for-changes-ifrs16-110918.html
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What is a lease modification (IFRS 16 44-46 and 79-80) 

A lease modification is a change in the scope of a lease, or the consideration for a lease, that is not 

part of its original term and conditions. 

- Increase the scope of the lease by adding the right to use one or more underlying assets. 

- Decrease the scope of the lease by removing the right to use one or more underlying assets 

or shortening the contract term (this is the most complicated situation). 

- Increasing the scope of the lease by extending the contractual lease term (that is not a 

part of the original contract). 

- Changing the consideration in the lease by increasing or decreasing the lease payments. 

All changes that result from renegotiation and changes to the terms of the original contract are 

lease modification. 
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The difference between contract that shall be accounted for as a separate lease or not as a 

separate lease is important for the registration in Share Control. A contract that is a separate lease 

shall be recorded as a separate contract in Share Control with a start date of the commencement 

of the lease. If the contract is not a separate lease, the change should be recorded as a part of the 

original contract using the change log. The effect will be recorded at the date of entering the new 

contract and not the date of the commencement of the lease.  

 

Example 1: Reduction in scope, modification versus reassessment  

 

A rental contract for 10 years with quarterly prepaid rent of € 25,000 paid in the beginning of each 

quarter. There is no right to terminate the lease as the original contract terms.  The underlying 

asset is available on 01.01.2020. The discount rate is set at 5%. On 1 January 2025, the lessee and 

the lessor amend the contract to allow the lessee to reduce the rental period and end the contract 

on 31. December 2026 by paying a one-time payment € 120,000 on 1 January 2025. The discount 

rate is considered to 9% from 01.01.2025 for the remaining lease period. This amendment is not 

part of the original contract and should therefore be accounted for as a lease modification.   

 

Year Remaining 

number of 

quarters

Quarterly 

payment

Termination 

fee

Annual 

discount 

rate

Present 

value

01.01.2020 40 25,000 5% 796,157

01.01.2025 8 25,000 120,000 9% 305,700
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In this example, there are two elements to account for: 

1. Reduction in the right of use asset and lease liability for partial termination of the lease ( 

The lease period is reduced by three of the remaining five years, i.e. a 60% reduction in 

the lease period and nominal lease payments, which gives a corresponding reduction in 

the asset and a slightly smaller percentage reduction in the present value of the debt 

because it is the last periods that disappear.). 

2. Reduction in the remaining rental payments and termination consideration. 

 

The original lease before modification is entered as a new lease in Share Control. The calculation 

result is shown below: 

 

The remaining liability on 01.01.2025 before the modification is 446,395, of which 191,716 for the 

new remaining lease period of eight quarters, calculated with the original 5% discount rate. The 

new remaining liability for the modified lease payments (120,000 plus eight quarterly payments 

25,000) calculated by the new discount rate 9% is 305,700. The liability for the remaining two 

years is therefore increased by 113,983 (305,700-191,716). The right of use asset is reduced by 

60%, i.e. 238,847 (398,078*0.4), and the right of use asset is then adjusted correspondingly to the 

increase in liability (113,983). New calculation of liability, ROU asset and profit or loss effect is 

illustrated in the following table. 
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Open the original lease and click "Log change". Then this modification can be registered as follows 

in Share Control Share Point add-in by using “log other changes”. 

 

 

 

01.01.2025 

before 

modification

Of the 

remaining 

two years

Reduction Increase New value 

after 

modification

Liability 446,395 191,716 -254,679 113,983 305,700

ROU asset 398,078 159,231 -238,847 113,983 273,215

Gain 15,831
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The calculation will look like this as shown below: 

 

The new value of ROU asset on 01.01.2025 is now 273,215 (=11,384+261,831). The gain on 

modification is 15,831. Click the number “-140,695” in the column “Change”, then you can find 

the new value of liability (305,700) on the effective date of the modification 01.01.2025. 

 

If the original lease had instead contained a termination option at the end of year 2024 towards 

paying a one-time payment of 120,000 on 01.01.2025, this would not be a modification but a 

reassessment. There would then have been only one element to account for, i.e. reduction in the 

right of use asset and lease liability for change in the assessment of the termination clause. The 

new value of the lease liability on 01.01.2025 will be same to the modification above (305,700). 

However, there are no gains or losses to be recognized in the income statement, and the right of 

use asset will be adjusted accordingly to the change of the lease liability. 

 

01.01.2025 

before 

reassessment

Change New value 

after 

reassessment

Liability 446,395 -140,695 305,700

ROU asset 398,078 -140,695 257,383
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Open the original lease and click "Log change". Then this reassessment can be registered as follows 

in Share Control Share Point add-in by using “log other changes”. 

 

 

The calculation will look like this as shown below: 
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The new value of ROU asset on 01.01.2025 is now 257,383 (=10,724+246,659). Click the number 

“-140,695” in the column “Change”, then you can find the new value of liability (305,700) on the 

effective date of the modification 01.01.2025.  

 

 

Example 2: Reassessment of option and increase in scope 

 

A rental contract for 5 years with quarterly prepaid rent of € 25,000 paid in the beginning of each 

quarter. The underlying asset is available on 01.01.2020. The lease has an option for an extension 

of five years. When entering into the contract, it was considered that it is not reasonably certain 

to exercise the option. The discount rate is set at 5%. In June of 2024 the company decides that 

the option will be exercised and at the same time an increase in the lease area is agreed so that 

the quarterly rent is increased from 25,000 pr. quarter to 32,000 per quarter, effective from 

01.07.2024. The discount rate is then considered to 6% for the remaining rent. 

In this case, there are both a reassessment of the exercise of the option and a modification 

(increased lease area). 
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The change in present value of 557,036 is recognized as a credit lease obligation and debited right 

of use on effective date 01.07.2023. Since the increase in rental space happened at the same time, 

it is in practice not necessary to decide whether the change is at standalone price. Quarterly 

depreciation is changed from 22,320 to 27,349. 

The original lease before the change can be entered as a new lease in Share Control, we can get 

the calculation result as shown below: 

 

Open this original lease in SharePoint site and click "Log change". Then this change can be 

registered as follows in Share Control Share Point add-in by using “log other changes”. 

Remaining 

number of 

quarters

Quarterly 

payment

Annual 

discount 

rate

Lease 

liability

ROU asset

01.01.2020 20 25,000 5% 446,395 446,395

01.07.2024 before change 2 25,000 5% 49,697 44,639

New value 01.07.2024 22 32,000 6% 606,733 601,676

Change 01.07.2024 557,036 577,036
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 The calculation will look like this as shown below: 

 

The new value of ROU asset on 01.07.2024 is now 601,676 (=9,116+592,560). The quarterly 

depreciation is changed from 22,320 (=7,440*3) to 27,349 (=9,116.3*3). Click the number 

“557,036” in the column “Change”, then you can find the new value of liability (606,733) on the 

effective date of the modification 01.07.2024. 
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If the increased lease area in the example is only available from 01.01.2025, then the change in 

lease liability and the associated ROU asset must be recognized only at the time that the increased 

lease area becomes available, and depreciation of this also starts then. However, the change 

related to the existing premises is recognized on 01.07.2023. 

 

Example 3: Termination and relocation to new premises owned by the same landlord  

 

As in example 2, but at the end of 2022, the business has grown and needs new premises. A new 

lease starts on 01.01.2023 for five years with the same landlord for other premises (new rental 

property). The rent is at a standalone price of 50,000 pr. quarter. The previous contract is 

terminated from 01.01.2023 without special compensation, and the company then moves to the 

new premises. The discount rate is now estimated at 5.5%. We then have the following data: 

 

Open this original lease in SharePoint site and click "Log change". Then termination of the original 

lease can be registered as follows in Share Control Share Point add-in by using “log other changes”. 

 

 

Remaining 

number of 

quarters

Quarterly 

payment

Annual 

discount 

rate

Lease 

liability

Rou asset Gain

01.01.2020 20 25,000 5 % 446,395 446,395

01.01.2023 before change 8 25,000 5 % 191,716 178,558 13,158

New contract 01.01.2023 20 50,000 5.5% 883,219 883,219
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 The calculation will look like this as shown below: 

 

The gain on this modification is "13,158" in the column "Gain or loss".  

We can create a new folder to register the new lease in Share Control, the calculation result of the 

new lease is as shown below: 
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In this case, the original lease liability and the right of use asset are terminated, and a gain is 

recognized on 01.01.2023, and the new lease is recognized on the same date. In another case that 

the new lease is agreed on an earlier date, the measurement and recognition of gain would also 

have occurred at that earlier date, but the remaining lease obligation and right of use would 

continue to be recognized until 01.01.2023. The new premises would only be recognized from 

01.01.2023.  

 

Example 4: One-year rent concession - outside the scope of the Covid 19-related Rent 

concession  

 

In this example a lease contract is prepaid quarterly with a rent of 10.000 and a discount rate of 

4%. The rental period is from 01.01.2018 to 31.12.2025, with an option for another three years 

(unused). 

The lessor gives one-year relief in payment of quarterly rent of 10.000 from 1 October 2020 to 30 

September 2021. This is concluded to be outside the scope of the IFRS 16 Covid-19 related rent 

concession since the relief goes beyond 30 June 2021. The change must be recognized as a lease 

modification. 

The original lease before modification is entered as a new lease in Share Control. The calculation 

result is shown below: 
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Open the original lease and click "Log change". Then this modification with the new cash flow can 

be registered as follows in Share Control Share Point add-in by using “log other changes” (The 

reason to change the lease payment to 0 is because the one-year rent is not payable). 

 

The discount rate is changed from 4% pa to 3,5% pa.  

 

Save the changes and then update the calculation file. The calculation after modification will look 

like this as shown below. There is no gain since we are outside the scope of the rent concession in 

IFRS-16 and future depreciations are reduced due to the reduction of the Rou asset. 
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Covid-19-Related Rent Concessions 

 

IASB has issued amendments to IFRS 16 to allow lessees (no relief for lessors) 

— not to account for rent concessions as lease modifications. 

— if they are a direct consequence of COVID-19 and the revised consideration 

is substantially the same or less than the original consideration. 

the reduction in lease payments relates to payments due on or before 30 June 2021; and 

no other substantive changes have been made to the terms of the lease. 

There is guidance about Covid-19 related rent concessions in auditor’s publication like the one 

from KPMG that can be found here: 

https://home.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/xx/pdf/2020/06/leases-rent-concessions.pdf 

We also recommend watching our webinar for more guidance about Covid-19 related rent 

concessions: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UzPZarHvgXM&list=PLQPoEZ92VaErPhiSoS7X__DrtuBw-PjbU 

 

Lessees applying the practical expedient are required to give additional disclosers to disclose the 

amount recognized in profit or loss to reflect changes in lease payments that arise from covid-

19-related rent concessions.  

— If not modification accounting – typically accounted for as variable lease 

payment 

— Rent relief: Derecognition of liability (IFRS 9 no. 3.3.1) and gain in P&L – 

to the extent the relief is unconditional 

https://home.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/xx/pdf/2020/06/leases-rent-concessions.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UzPZarHvgXM&list=PLQPoEZ92VaErPhiSoS7X__DrtuBw-PjbU
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— Rent deferral: No derecognition but potentially net present value effect 

on liability 

— No effect on ROU asset 

However, impairment indicators may be present and impairment test may have to be 

performed.  

 

1. Update Sharecontrol add-in and calculation 

Share Control calculation file needs to be updated to be able to make calculation in accordance 

with the amendment to IFRS 16. We also recommend updating ShareControl add-in to latest 

version to get the improved registration of periods, since this will make the registration process 

easier. Contact us to make the upgrade 

 

2. Covid-19 amendments IFRS 16 

The following examples are for those that use the practical expedient as described beyond and 

fulfil the requirements for the practical expedient. If you are not within the scope of the 

amendments, please see the guidance of accounting for reassessment and modifications in the 

first section of this guidance. 

 

a. Release of payments 

 

The lease contract is prepaid quarterly with a rent of 10.000 and a discount rate of 4%. The 

rental period is from 01.01.18 to 31.12.2025, with an option for another three years (unused). 

In this example, no rent is payable in Q3 2020 and this concession can follow the covid-19 

amendments, and you have decided to use the relief.  

The cash flow is registered as follows before the rent concession.  

 

Use log other change  . 

We recommend to first to copy the number of new periods that is required, in this case two new 

period, third quarter 2020 with 0 payment and the period from 01.10.2020 to the end of the 

contract with payment of NOK 10.000. 
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Set the date for when the change should be recorded, the data need to be BEFORE the first 

change in payments, if the date is set after the change is effective the change will not be 

included  

Write Covid-19, covid19 or covid-19 and separate with a semicolon if you want to add other 

comments  

 

Enter new periods by clicking and make modifications both to dates and amount, we 

recommend doing this chronologically since the start date is always set to the date after the end 

date. 

 

 

Click then save and remember that the discount rate should not be updated. 

 

Go to the calculation file and click update leases on the menu page 

 

Go to the actual lease and review that the new payments structure is correct and that the period 

the change is registered is correct, in this case June 2020. 
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The gain and loss are the net present value of the rent relief at the chosen date for the 

accounting. Depreciations are not changed, and the lease liability reflects the relief of rent for 

one quarter so that the lease liability is correct at the end of second quarter 2020.  

 

b. No rent is payable in Q3 2020, rent in Q3 2021 is increased by 11’.  

 

We use the same contract as before and follow the same steps. The change is within the scope 

of the Covid-19 amendments in IFRS 16. In this case we need 4 new periods. The registration of 

the change and the calculation result can be seen below.  

Use log other changes and enter Covid-19 under Change comment. 

 

 

Update the calculation file and review periods. 
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Control that the change is registered in the correct period. 

 
 

If the NPV of the change is small you might consider not to register these in Share Control, but 

then please bear in mind that the lease liability can be misleading in the periods the payment is 

delayed. 

 

c. No rent is payable in Q3 2020 and one quarter is added to the end of the lease at 

a rent of 10’ for that quarter.  

 

The change is evaluated to be within the Covid 19 amendment of IFRS 16.  

Use log other changes and enter Covid-19 under comments.  

 

 

Update the calculation file and review periods. 
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Control that the change is registered in the correct period 

 
 

 

 

Rollback to previous versions if you have made a mistake  
 

If you made a mistake after logging changes, you could easily fix the error by rolling back to the 

previous versions. 

On the top of the folder you can roll back to a previous version by using “Rollback to the following 

version” function which you can get by clicking .  

 

 

How many versions a contract has is determined by how many times you have saved the contract. 

Every time you create a new contract or log a new change to a contract, by saving the contract, 

you get an extra version to this contract and an extra corresponding choice in the dropdown menu 

“Rollback to the following version”. All the changes are saved as different versions in chronological 

order. 
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1. Fix an error in a certain version  

 

If you have made an error in a certain version, since changes needs to be done subsequentially, 

you must roll back to the previous version before the version you want to correct the error. 

Afterwards you need re-log in all other subsequent changes.  

We take contract Akersgate Oslo as an example. As shown below this contract has three versions. 

Two different changes are made through "log change". The first change was registered on 01. 

December 2019 to excise an extension option. The second change was made on 01. March 2020 

to change the discount rate from 3 to 2. 

 

The calculation will look like this as shown below:  

 

CB 2019 Lease liability is 4,543,844 and CB 2019 ROU asset is 4,529,227. 

(Every time you log a change to a contract, we recommend you describe the change using the 

"Change comment" field. It will make it easier to know what change has been made to a certain 

version.) 

 

If the contract Akersgate Oslo is in fact extended to 30. June 2024 and this decision was made on 

1 November 2019, which means a mistake was made in the second version where the contract is 

only extended to 31. December 2023 on a wrong change date 01. December 2019, then you must 

roll back to the first version and then log a new change (changing the end date of lease payments 

in the option period to 30. June 2024) on a different change date 01. November 2019. Since there 

is a change of discount rate that is registered with change date on 01. March 2020, after making 

the change to the second version (exercise extension option), we need register the last change 
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again: Change discount rate from 3 to 2 on 01. March 2020. You can achieve this by following the 

steps described below:   

1, Double click the first version and then click OK in the popup window. 

 

 

2, You can just delete the last letter "o" of the title and then add it back. By doing this you will be 

able to save the contract and create the new but still the same first version by clicking "Save". 

 

There is only one version in the dropdown menu now. 

 

3, Then click "Log other change" to change the end date of lease payments in the option period 

from 31. December 2023 to 30. June 2024 on the change date 01. November 2019. 

 

 

After you save this change, there are two versions. 
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4, the last step is to re-register the change of discount rate on 01. March 2020 via log other change, 

and after you save the change, the third version of the contract will appear in the dropdown menu. 

 

 

Note: Because we corrected the change (exercise extension option) that was registered in 2019, 

this will have an accounting effect to the closing balance in 2019. The value of CB 2019 Lease 

liability is increased to 5,074,974 after the correction and the value of CB 2019 ROU asset is 

increased to 5,053,434. Therefore, at the end of your accounting year we recommend that you 

double check whether all the changes are correctly registered before closing the year end.  
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2. Fix an error without changing what has been audited/reported  

 

If you want to fix an error in a certain version without changing the value of lease liability and ROU 

asset that have been audited/reported, and if the version with error was registered before the last 

day of the audited/reported period, you need fix the error by adding a new change. The change 

date of the new change must be after the last day of the audited/reported period. 

We still take contract Akersgate Oslo as an example. Since the version with the wrong extended 

end date (31.12.2023) was registered on 01. December 2019 (before 31.12.2019), if you want to 

fix the error without changing CB 2019, you can correct the length of the extension option by 

registering a new change on 1. January 2020 (after 31.12.2019).  

The steps that you can take to correct the length of extension option without changing CB 2019 

are described below:  

1, Double click the second version and then click OK in the popup window. 

 

After this there are only two versions left in the dropdown menu. 

 

2, Then click "Log other change" to correct the length of the extension option (from 31.12.2023 to 

30.06.2024) with change date 01.01.2020. 
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 After you save this change, there are three versions. 

 

3, the last step is to re-register the change of discount rate on 01. March 2020 via log other change, 

and after you save the change, the fourth version of the contract will appear in the dropdown 

menu. 
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Since the new change (Correct end date of extension option) is registered after 2020, there will be 

no accounting effect on the closing balance in 2019. The value of CB 2019 liability and the value 

of CB 2019 ROU asset will not be changed. CB 2019 Lease liability is still 4,543,844 and CB 2019 

ROU asset is still 4,529,227. 

 

 

3. Add a new change before a change that has already been registered  

 

If you need add a change to a contract before a certain change that has been made, you must roll 

back to the previous version before the version with the certain change and add the new change. 

Afterwards you need log in all other subsequent changes again because changes must be made in 

chronological order.  

For example, if you need enter the index adjustment on 01. January 2020 to the contract Akersgate 

Oslo, since the third version (the last change: change discount rate) was registered on 01. March 

2020 which is after 01. January 2020, then you need roll back to the second version and then add 

a new change by performing the index adjustment on 01. January 2020 and register the last 

change again: Change discount rate from 3 to 2 on 01. March 2020. You can achieve this by 

following the steps described below: 

1, Double click the second version and click OK in the popup window. 

 

Then there are only two versions left in the dropdown menu. 
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2, Then click "Adjust index or rate" to make the CPI index adjustment on change date 01.01.2020. 

 

 

After you save this change, there are three versions. 

 

3, the last step is to re-register the change of discount rate on 01. March 2020 via log other change, 

and after you save the change, the fourth version of the contract will appear in the dropdown 

menu. 
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Note: Since the new change (CPI adjustment) is registered after 2020, so there will be no 

accounting effect on the closing balance in 2019. The value of CB 2019 liability and the value of CB 

2019 ROU asset will not be changed. CB 2019 Lease liability is still 4,543,844 and CB 2019 ROU 

asset is still 4,529,227. 

 

 

4. Overwrite errors in a registered change by logging a new change on the same 

change date 
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It is also possible to log a new change on the same change date in order to overwrite errors if the 

previously registered change was incorrect, but it only works if the change date is the same date 

as the previous change. 

For example, if rent in the contract Akersgate Oslo is in fact increased to 306,000 after CPI 

adjustment, which means a mistake is made in the third version where rent is increased to 

309,000, since the change date for CPI adjustment  is still the same date 01. January 2020, then 

we can roll back to the third version and then log a new change by changing the lease payment to 

306,000 on the same change date 01. January 2020. Since there is a change of discount rate that 

is registered with change date on 01. March 2020, after making the changing to the cash flow in 

the third version we need register the last change again: Change discount rate from 3 to 2 on 01. 

March 2020. You can achieve this by following the steps described below:   

1, Double click the third version and click Ok in the popup window. 

 

Then there are three versions left in the dropdown menu. 

 

2, Then click "Adjust index or rate" to change lease payment from 309,000 to 306,000 on the 

change date 01. January 2020. 
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After you have saved this change, there are now four versions. The third version and the fourth 

version have the same change date: 01. January 2020. The change made in the fourth version 

overwrites the error made in the third version. So now lease payment is changed from 309,000 to 

306,000. 

 

 

3, The last step is to re-register the change of discount rate on 01. March. After you save the 

change, the fifth version of the contract will appear in the dropdown menu. 
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Note: Because we overwrite the error in the change (CPI adjustment) that was registered after 

2019, there will be no accounting effect on the closing balance in 2019. The value of CB 2019 Lease 

liability is still 4,543,844 and the value of CB 2019 ROU asset is still 4,529,227 after the correction. 

 

 

 


